All amendments have to be presented in the following form:

- **After** “first word … last word” **add** “proposed change”
- **Replace** “first word … last word” with “proposed change”
- **Delete** “first word … last word”

To support the resolution and think that it lists very important points to reach freedom and self-determination for the people of Western Sahara. Nevertheless, we suggest to cross out the call for a boycott, as this is generally not a good form of action in our point of view. Our analysis of fighting capitalism and oppression as progressive left organisations is, that there are often no easy actions to complex mechanisms. A boycott would primarily harm working-class people. In its history Germany has made big mistakes by boycotting products from certain companies or states. It simplifies the production process in international capitalism and it also harms working-class people, their families, who are left, who are pro peace and who fight on our side for a fair and just society, but who sometimes have no choice, for whom they work. We support the other forms of action listed in the resolution and stand in solidarity with the Sahawi people and a struggle for a free Western Sahara.